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What is an  
embedded system? 

Function with 
electrical and 
mechanical 

components  

Dedicated 
computer 

Have time 
critical missions 



WTFFFFFFFF!!! 



Real-time challenges 



WTFFAAAAA!!! 



Embedded development  
challenges 

Software code  
is slow but cheap 

Hardware 
components  
are fast but 
expensive 



What is Frequency Converter 

a simple 
hobbyist apple 

juice press 

for a complex 
robotic hand 

Add an 
electric motor 



Testing Frequency Converter 
We have to ensure that feature parameters do what they are meant to. 

 

If 5 Volt is set to make motor run at 750 rpm 



Frequency Converter + electric motor = testable embedded system 

Another FC + motor for load (for torque testing) 

What is  
Test bench 

Controller + relays = a dummy tester to automate 

TestStand software to command the dummy tester 



Test specification is huge 

40% automation 
saves already  

4 human years 
at a day 



Testing challenges  
from real life 



What is Safety Function? 
Safety function is meant to protect human when they enter into dangerous environment 

System lowers speed or workload to be safer 

System refuses to accept dangerous work mode commands 



Discovering  
Safety Function error challenge 

2 different CPUs that must be in sync and work in parallel 

Rising system clock rate about 10 times in a next development phase revealed 
defect - syncing failed around every 1000th time 

Exhaustive testing after defect fixing in software program 

Log function wrote flash memory  
on exactly the same cells so these burned out 



Torque limit automation challenge 

Torque limit test is similar to wringing clothes to dry 

One motor keeps speed and another applies the torque 
of the wringing 

Load balancing FC + motor (like rope pulling contest) 
must be not too strong or too weak 

Testing process must be automated 



Falling elevator challenge 

Power outage at elevator shaft makes it falling 

But falling produces kinetic energy that is turned to electric 
power 

This power is used to keep entire system up and running in 
order to slow down the motor 

What makes it challenging is to have program code to be efficient and reliable 
enough to use such a fraction of time to run  

When speed is slowed down, mechanical brake activates and 
system turns safely off 



Conclusion 
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Thank you! 


